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although the game is set in 1986, it features several elements of
modern culture such as rap music and car stereos with mp3 player
capabilities. grand theft auto: vice city features more than 30 songs
by various artists that appear in-game. four of them are from songs

that are featured in cutscenes, while the remaining songs can be
heard on the radio. songs that are heard on the radio are also

available to be downloaded from the playstation store, playstation
mobile and xbox live. in the opening of vice city, the player begins

to drive a white buick century. however, the player is then forced to
change to a ford escort (only available with the gxt add-on) for the
remainder of the game. newcomers to vice city are encouraged to
buy a radio, which can be used to listen to radio stations. certain
radio stations play music, news, and advertisements, while others

play various radio dramas. with permission from the station
supervisor, players can purchase the most expensive radio, which

can be activated by visiting the radio station in the game. each
station can only be accessed by driving to a certain location and

visiting the radio station, which is shown on the map. the player can
also listen to the radio for free by visiting the radio station at any
time. players must complete certain objectives to obtain rewards
and new vehicles. if a player completes all the objectives without

getting arrested, they will be granted a reward. the rewards can be
used in vice city. the player will earn the forellis' loyalty if the player

saves their life. this is done by killing the forellis' leaders or
attacking them. this will result in the player earning a $20,000

reward. the forellis can be re-bought by visiting the forellis' home in
vice city.
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a spinoff of the original grand theft auto series,
grand theft auto: vice city follows the story of

playable characters marty and marvin, who are
members of the criminal gang the vice city
boys. when marty's home of liberty city is

visited by an unseen enemy and destroyed in
the ensuing gunbattle, the two escape to the
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sea, where their boat is destroyed and they
drift at sea until rescued by a passing freighter.

the two are then taken to an outpost of the
mob at the calabasas airfield, and when the
lieutenant of the mob decides to have them
killed, they are rescued by a vigilante named

max payne and taken to an abandoned
hospital where he is treated for his wounds. at
the end of the game, marty and marvin decide
to break off from the mob and return to their
lives as civilians. grand theft auto: vice city is

the second game in the grand theft auto series
of open-world action-adventure games, and the

first developed by rockstar north. developed
for the playstation 2 console, it was released

on october 27, 2002. the game is the sequel to
the 2001 game grand theft auto: san andreas,
and takes place in the fictional san andreas,
which is based on southern california. in it,

players control three protagonists: two
criminals, carl "cj" johnson and ricardo "rico"
tubbs, and the third being a vigilante named

max payne. the game's story is set three years
after san andreas. the game was later re-
released on playstation 3 and xbox 360 as

grand theft auto: vice city stories. grand theft
auto: vice city is the second game in the grand

theft auto series of open-world action-
adventure games, and the first developed by

rockstar north. developed for the playstation 2
console, it was released on october 27, 2002.

the game is the sequel to the 2001 game
grand theft auto: san andreas, and takes place
in the fictional san andreas, which is based on
southern california. in it, players control three
protagonists: two criminals, carl "cj" johnson

and ricardo "rico" tubbs, and the third being a
vigilante named max payne. the game's story
is set three years after san andreas. the game

was later re-released on playstation 3 and xbox
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